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Paper	:	19BED113DST	:	Pedagogy	of	English	-	I	

Time: 3 hours            Max. Marks 70 marks

Note  :  This  question  paper  consists  of  three  parts  :  Part  –  A,  Part-B  and  Part-C.   Number  of  words  to
answers each question is only indicative.  Attempt all parts.
Part–A contains 10 compulsory questions of multiple choice/fill in the blank/very short answer type
question.  Answer all questions.  Each question carries 1 mark. (10x1=10-marks)
Part-B contains 08 questions of which students are supposed to answer 05 questions.  Answer each
question in approximately 200 words.  Each question carries 06 marks. (5x6=30 marks)
Part-C contains 05 questions of which students are supposed to answer 03 questions.  Answer each
question in approximately 500 words.  Each question carries 10 marks. (3x10=30 marks)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Part-A	
Question	:	1:	
	

(1)   Pedagogy is the study of ---
a.   Education b.   Guiding Students
c.   Learning Process d.   Teaching Methods

(2)   There are 44 sounds in English.  Out of these how many are vowels and consonants
respectively?
a.  20, 24 b.  5, 39
c.   22, 22 d.  10, 34

 (3)    The material used by the teacher to make his teaching very effectively is --
a. Teaching Methods b .Teaching strategies
c. Teaching Learning Material d. None of these

 (4)   Constructive approach to language teaching experts the teacher to
a. Give pre constructed knowledge to learner
b. Construct his  own curriculum
c. Make learner prepare their own text book
d. Help construct knowledge using their experience

 (5)   Interactive listening is--
a. Listening and responding b. Listening for mode of tone
c. Listening for word stress and emphasis d. Listening for finding out speaker attitude

 (6)  Which of the following is an incorrect assumption in language teaching?
a .Learners acquire language by trying to use it in real situations
b. Learner's first language plays an important role in learning
c. Language teaching should have a focus in communicative activities
d. Language teaching should give importance to writing rather than speech
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(7)    After reading a story on fish, if a teacher asks children to answer “Imagine you are a fish
in a pond. What do you see around you”? This is an example of  --
a. Comprehension question b. Close type question
c. Open- end question d. Multiple type question

 (8)   The Language skills that cannot be assessed through a traditional paper pencil test are --
a. Listening and speaking b. Reading and speaking
c. Writing and listening d. Reading and listening

 (9)   A test of listening comprehension is a test of --
a. Productive skill b. Receptive skill
c. Hearing skill d. Phonology

 (10)    Organization of arguments and ideas in paragraphs is an important aspect of  --
a.  Writing memos b. Writing stories
c. Writing essay d. Writing personal letters

PART-B
Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries six marks.

2. Discuss the status of English as a Global language?
3.  Differentiate between a Technique and a Procedure by giving suitable examples.
4.  How far, Thematic Approach is effective in developing communication skills among

students?
5. Discuss how Role – play helps in developing the Speaking skills among elementary

students.
6. Give an account of advantages of using different types of Multimedia in English

language teaching.
7. Differentiate between Extensive and Intensive Reading? Support yours answer with

examples.
8. What is the role of Language laboratory in the acquisition of different Language skills?
9. Lesson-Planning is a significant element of Teaching Learning system. Justify?

PART-C

Answer any three of the following questions. Each question carries ten marks.

10.  What are the Challenges and Supports for English language learners in Bi-lingual
Method?

11.  Suggest planning of any two Grammar games for an ESL Classroom?
12  ICTs have made Teaching and Learning interactive and collaborative. Discuss in the

context of English language teaching?
13 What do you understand by stress in English language. Discuss its type with examples?
14.  Explain how Micro-teaching is an effective technique for learning effective teaching?
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